
Jet Noise Reports, January 2015 – January 2017 

Data gathered from reports filed on the 

San Juan County Jet Aircraft Noise Reporting website 

http://sjcgis.org/aircraft-noise-reporting/ 

 Reports for January 2017 and summaries of 2015 and 2016 

 Loudness Reports 

 Reports of Noise by Hour of the Day 

 Reports by Month 

 Comments submitted with each report, revealing human impact 

Reporting began on May 15, 2014; data has been analyzed since January 2015.  Users of the website enter type of loudness, 

date, time, comments, aircraft type, etc.  Due to the variety of devices used to submit data (e.g. desktop, laptop, I-pad, 

smartphone), data such as time of day can be recorded differently.  Efforts have been made to standardize data.  This report is 

compiled monthly; some monthly data may change in subsequent months due to late reporting which is not captured until 

the following month. Errors in totals are estimated to be less than half a percent. 

Special Note: A number of comments reveal multiple incidents of jet noise, but the report is only counted once.  Thus, the 

noise incidents are larger than the number of reports. 

The San Juan County Jet Aircraft Noise Reporting website was developed and approved by the County to enable San Juan 

County residents to have a reliable source for recording and tracking their comments and complaints about jet noise from 

Naval Air Station Whidbey Island
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The number of Jet Noise 

Reports for 2016 were 10.5% 

higher than 2015. 
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For example, reports submitted from 11:00 am through 11:59am are clustered in the 11 o'clock hour. Some reports do not include a specific time.  For those, 

related data may indicate Day or Evening.  In some cases, time of the noise event cannot be discerned and is recorded as N/A. 
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The number of Jet Noise Reports for 2016 

is 10.5% higher than 2015. 
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2016 Growler Noise Reports
San Juan County

This chart demonstrates the number of noise reports by day, from January through December, 2016. The Navy data persists in using “noise 

averaging”, resulting in a low estimation of the sound/impact of the noise.  As seen by this chart, there is no average level of noise.  There are many 

days when the noise is so excessive that reports are quite high. This is also seen in the comments, at the end of this document, when people report 

“blasts”, “roars”, and high decibel counts. See also the data in this report on the type of noise reported, where “extremely loud” exceeds “low 

rumble”. 
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For example, reports submitted from 11:00 am through 11:59am are clustered in the 11 o'clock hour. Some reports do not include a specific time.  For 

those, related data may indicate Day or Evening.  In some cases, time of the noise event cannot be discerned and is recorded as N/A. 
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Comments Submitted with January 2017 Reports. 

66.8 - 75 decibels : Unbelievable that our government and 
legislators are so insensitive that they impose this on citizens who 
pay the bills. 

Extremely loud, disruptive blasts of noise from EA-18G Growlers- 
perhaps FCLPs at Ault Field? Impossible to converse at our dinner 
table. This went on for almost an hour. 

I am blaming Murray, Cantwell and Larsen for their arrogance in 
assuming that this loud and thundering jet noise is OK. Certainly 
they would not put up with this in their own home. 

Despite all kinds of household noise, jet roaring noise from Whidbey 
blasts into our home, disrupting our home life. 

65dBA inside - steady roar since noon.  Hard to work. 

The roaring in the sky is continually disturbing.  Living here is like 
living right next to Interstate 5, with the roar of traffic and trucks 
constantly in your face.  Roaring Roaring Roaring.  These jets are 
TOO LOUD.  Go away, Navy. 

8:15am, Saturday morning.  Another long and shaking roar and 
vibration shudders through our home.  This is disruptive, causing 
inattention to the work I am trying to accomplish during early 
morning hours. 

6.,6 - 70 dBA inside - steady roar 

Very loud rumble causing vibration of windows and lamps 

The roaring and blasting of our home with jet noise continues.  The 
Navy is assaulting us.  The Growler is the wrong jet to be here, yet 
the Navy lies about its impact.  The lying Navy. 

We are now experiencing CONSECUTIVE blasts that rock our home.  
Another one is occurring right now.  This is disorienting...having 
your home actually VIBRATE from jets 14 miles away.  Must be war 
on us. 

Driving from Village,sudden roar and scream filled my car, 
obliterated tape I was listening to. Panicked, thought something 
wrong with my car and I swerved. Noise continued.Looked up.Low 
flying Growler heading northwest.A hideous noise, long lasting. 

Walking.  It's Sunday. They stopped flying at 12:10pm - but 
apparently they are not finished.  More noise. Thank you Murray, 
Cantwell, Larsen.  What a legacy . . . 

Windows rattling, items on shelves rattling. Extremely loud low 
frequency noise. 

I have commented before that it feels like an earthquake with all 
the jet rumbling from Whidbey. Just now, as the house vibrated, I 
thought it also feels and sounds like there is an active roller coaster 
going next to the house. Bad Neighbor. 

The noise seems to be worse than usual this evening, as well as 
pretty much continuous.  The thought of even more of these 
horrible planes is terrifying 

A jet just flew over our house and the sound was so loud, we could 
not talk and had to put our hands over our ears.  We live next door 
to the Lopez school - why are the jets flying over our school.  OMG - 
here comes another one! 

Loud jet noise 

Jet noise is louder than the music I am listening to through 29-dB 
rated noise isolating studio headphones. 

Off and on rumbling throughout the day 

They are not done.  More noise. and then more and then more. 

ENTERED 27 DISTINCT BLASTs (58.4 - 98dBA inside the house!)   in 
addition to the steady roar in between.  How can this be healthy!!!   

Irritating rumble most of today and yesterday.  We've even had a 
few that rattled the china.  Go away,Navy. 

All morning at pretty regular and frequent intervals. Walls shaking, 
windows & objects in house rattling. Very loud low frequency noise. 



constant rumbling 

Growler 

Extremely loud, constant blasts of noise, shaking the house with low 
frequency sound waves. Thus the new year begins, with more to 
come. Say NO to the NAVY's projected addition of 36 more 
Grtowlers- now destroying our quality of life and health! 

Actually sleeping.  And then there was a giant BLAST. 

Entered 6 huge blasts. Trying to cover the noise with a DVD.  Doesn't 
work. 

Excessively loud jet noise roaring overhead. 

Jet noise above is unbearable.  Was outside.  Had to come inside, 
and even in my home there is no protection from the ROARING.  The 
Navy is terrorizing us. 

Loud and deep rumble and vibration  felt. 

In Lopez Village,  big and thundering roar of typical jet activity from 
Whidbey.  Walked out of the store and HIT by that wave of roaring 
thunder. 

Another HUGE roar of jet activity vibrated through the Village.  
Disturbing. 

At regular intervals since 0900. Very strong low frequency vibrations 

At the ferry Dock this morning, a wave of jet roaring was heard and 
felt.  A really big blast. 

Second Growler overflight this afternoon 

We are being BLASTED by jet roaring right now.  Jets taking off?  
Whatever, but it is CONSTANT.  Hit by walls of sound.  It 
overwhelms our home's conversations. 

Very disruptive loud jet noise. Disrupting work!! 

Huge roaring again hits our home, vibrating the floor.  Makes me ill 
to have this thunder hitting our home with no let-up. 

Rumbling vibrations coming from Whidbey to our home.  Very 
annoying and disturbing. 

The rumbling and vibration from engine run-ups, I think, continue to 
disturb this evening. Whatever happened to a hush house or other 
mitigation?  Why is such NOISE reaching us, 14 miles away????  
According to the Navy, it is not noise. 

The evening continues the same as earlier today- more extremely 
loud, disruptive blasts of low frequency noise from Whidbey NAS. 
Our home is a sacrificial zone. 

Off and on throughout the day 

Loud blasts coming over the south end of Lopez while walking to 
Watmough 

A hideous noise day.  69.7 - 76.2 inside the house - all day - Blasts 
and Roars - tiny breaks of relief. 

Continuous loud blasts from Whidbey NAS, inside decibel 
measurements average 78 db,  using C scale. A disruptive 
experience interrupting all activities. The tortuous "soundtrack" of 
our day. 

Strong smell of jet fuel 

Overhead at 1:30 noise 1 minute long 

I am recording yet another roar.  What happened to Larsen's 
promise of noise mitigation?  Empty promises. 

Rumbling all day long at our job site.  Even wearing hearing 
protection, the rumbling was non stop and we could hear and feel it 

It is Saturday morning, 8:06am. And we are JOLTED by a tremendous 
roar that vibrates through our home. Instinctive fear. Another Navy 
terrorist attack. 

ANOTHER roar and vibration hits our home this Sat. morning.  Can't 
do my research with this going on, it is too distracting.  Is this a 
Saturday of terrorism? 



It is a calm Saturday morning, a little after 9am, shattered by a huge 
jet roar from Whidbey.  The house vibrates. 

Thought I would take a walk outside this Saturday morning.  
WRONG. Air filled with jet noise, a constant wall of  roaring noise. 
As I came in a fresh wave of jets somewhere overhead roared 
around. Back inside. 

LOUD jet overhead, southend Lopez.  It has been an incredibly noisy 
Saturday morning.  No peace.  LONG roaring, still going on as I type. 

The jet roaring has been continuous here since a little after 8am.  
The noise fills the air inside our home.  Noise is louder that anything 
else going on in our home, TV, dishwasher, etc.  The Navy claims 
there is no impact.  Disgusting liars. 

LOUD jet flying overhead. 

We've had half a dozen house rattlings already this morning, and we 
live 15 miles away.  No one should be subjected to this, including 
Navy families. 

More loud jet noise from Whidbey.  Long rumbling roar that is 
distuptive to concentration. 

Incredibly penetrating roar and vibration consumes our home.  The 
floor vibrates.  Frightens me. 

Jets have been roaring and thundering all morning.   Frequent 
vibrations from jet engine take-offs (?) and continuous roaring in 
the skies above.  For godsake we are not a war zone. (Or are we?) 
Go somewhere else! 

There has been constant jet roaring all morning.  Not sure what it is, 
take-offs or engine run-ups or jets racing through the skies. The 
roaring is simply everywhere. It is very disturbing. 

Very loud jet roaring blast felt while listening to a concert in the 
Village.  Why can we hear this all the way up here? I knew what it 
was since it was the same as the blasts felt on Southend in the 
morning. 

Another big jet engine blast felt in the Village.  Rumble and a strong 
vibration.  A WAVE of sound. 

Loud low frequency noise rattling windows and shaking walls and 
items on shelves. Periodically all day since about 1000 

Big jet noise rumble felt during the Early Music Concert in the 
Church in the Village.  Disturbed the concert. 

Another day of noise. Started in the morning and will probably 
continue all day 

Extreme loud vibration coming over the straits and up our hill, 
jarring all ability to concentrate on daily activities 

It's Saturday. They're flying. Unscheduled. And of course we are 
trying to use our property for recreation - a chance to be outside 
without the relentless BLASTS.  We put on noise canceling 
headphones and tried to blot out the noise. 

Morning began with a sudden blast- a wall of noise from Whidbey 
NAS Ault Field FCLPs, continuing through the morning. Disrupted all 
activities requiring concentration or  being able to enjoy the day on 
the south  of Lopez- "thanks" to the NAVY. 

test 

ALL DAY there has been very loud, vibrating, intermittent rumbling 
noise. It feels as if one is living next to a blast furnace without the 
heat! This is a travesty to experience on an ongoing basis from our 
beautiful, pastoral island. 

Loud low frequency rumble (sounds like takeoffs at NAS Whidbey). 
Periodic, started at 0846. 

On a Sunday morning at 8:46am, we are jolted by an incredibly loud 
and shaking roar and vibration from Whidbey. 

Loud rumble that disrupted a phone call 

We were enjoying the birdsong on a quiet morning walk. Suddenly 
the deep thrum of the growlers quieted the birds and ruined the 
peacefulness of our morning. 



A long extended wall of vibrating jet roar is shuddering through our 
home right now. It;s a little after 9 on Sunday morning.  It keeps on 
going. Whidbey  noise again. 

Two days of morning rumbles 

A Sunday morning dragon's roar jolted our home this morning.  
LOOOONNNNG Deep wave shock of noise. What happened to 
promises of noise mitigation? 

The rumbling is so loud that it is causing stress and anxiety.  This 
rumbling and vibration has been going on for hours throughout the 
day and for about 3 days now. 

What is going on?  A terrific prolonged roar is currently shaking my 
home this Sunday morning. Several jet roars have been blasted at us 
this morning. 

Very loud low frequency jet engine noise. Walls are shaking. 
Loudest at frequencies below 100Hz. Going on since before 0850. 

Argh!  The noise at our horse barn was awful!  It shook the whole 

barn.  I feel sorry for the islanders living even closer.😡😡😡 

Loud jets roaring overhead.  Signature Growler roaring, long and 
deep.  Cloudy, not seen, but definitely heard, overbearing the TV 
and washing machine.  TOO LOUD.  NOISE still going on as I write. 

This has been a disturbingly noisy weekend. Right now the skies are 
absolutely ROARING with jet noise.  It is invading our home, 
crushing out all other household sounds.As if a coal train is running 
circles around our home.Like a constant earthquake. 

The jet noise that is occurring this Sunday is excruciating.  The noise 
either hits our home with a BLAST or rolls around and around and 
around in the skies.  There is no way to get away from it. Very loud 
right now. 

Just hit by another huge blast of vibrating waves of jet engine 
roar.Like a tidal wave of sounds that shakes through the whole 
house.Can't keep my mind on what I am doing, the noise is so 
disturbing.Now there is nothing but jet noise filling the air. 

Terrifying loud explosive blast ruining my state of mind 

A huge explosive roar, shaking the room, rattling windows and 
items on shelves. An earthquake  experience courtesy of NAS 
Whidbey. The NAVY's practices are effectively destroying U.S. 
citizens quality of life the NAVY purports to protect. 

Currently experiencing a deep roar and long vibrating rumble here 
in the southend.  It has been a terrible Sunday.  Filled with 
vibrations and roaring jet engines. 

Jet noise has been relentless all morning. So much for my plans to 
work this morning on a project due tomorrow! I want to know when 
we will be compensated for loss of income because of noise 
interruptions to doing our JOBS. 

Thought I would take a walk outside for fresh air.  NOT.  The jet 
noise of jets roaring around is unbearable. Outside for one minute 
and came right back in.  Felt that I was under attack. 

Several passes at higher altitude that resulted in loud noise that 
stopped conversatiions. 

ANOTHER huge roar and rumble that vibrates our home.  Very 
disruptive. 

Is this load rumbling really going to bother us all day? 

Low flying growler was so terrifying it made my heart  race for 
several minutes.  If this is the future, I need to move.  This isn't the 
sound of freedom; it's the sound of the government terrorizing its 
citizens. 

The rolling vibrations are like thunder, one after another.  Long 
rolling waves of vibration invade our home. 

The roaring continues, one wave after another.  This has been 
continuous.  Big shock waves. 

ANOTHER roar and rolling vibration shudders through our home.  It 
has been a terrible morning, jerking attention from my work to 
constant shuddering through my home. 



Sunday evening, after a full day of jet noise, VERY LOUD jet flying 
over my home right now, LOW.  LONG roar. Almost sounds like 
there is more than one. 

We've been getting the earthquake rumble for several hours and 
now it's the loud overflights.  I really hate these planes 

Another huge blast. People from off Island are here. they can't even 
believe we live with this and our legislators do NOTHING! 

Sunday - Noise all day - Is this the end? Is sounds like a giant 
gunning of the Growler engine - roaring across the water.  I can feel 
the real meaning of sound pressure - we live with it. 

Ongoing disruptive thunderous blasts from across the water and up 
our hill disturbing all hope of concentration 

A huge blast of intense, house rattling noise began at 8:45 AM and 
repeated at various times, ongoing now at 11:45 AM, measuring 83 
db inside the house (C scale- low freguency). This ongoing torture 
hurts our health and devalues our property. 

Recorded 12 giant BLASTS AND ROARS. It's Sunday - they shouldn't 
be flying. Are we going to war? My home  feels like it's IN a war 
zone. 

Saw two fighter jets. Jets flew directly overhead. Heard loud 
rumbling, vibration off and on all day. 

Awful roaring. Sound overwhelms all else in the environment, inside 
and out. Sound and vibrations are penetrating, rattling bones as 
well as structures. AWFUL NOISE and VIBRATION. 

This has been going on daily. Today the jets are closer and much 
louder. I moved here for peace and quiet! 

Growler over North Lopez Island 

Walking out of the post office and hit with a super loud roaring of 
jet noise.  Sounds like it is rolling around, with the roar coming in 
waves.  Very disturbing and TOO LOUD 

Low jet over N. Lopez - very LOUD!!! 

There are mostly continuous low rumblings in the sky that can be 
heard in our home.  Jet engine activity from Whidbey that is too 
loud and annoying. 

We are being subjected to continuous rumblings and vibrations this 
evening.  Disturbing.  The house shudders. 

So much jet noise this evening!!!!  It feels like living in hell. 

I need to go to bed early tonight but the jet noise is so loud there is 
no way that will work.  Disrupting my sleep!!!!!!! 

It's Monday. The noise has been going on all day. 

It begins again.  We didn't have any days free of the noise to 
recover.  they flew all weekend - and now this. 

Noise and overflights. Our last quiet day was January 1st.  No 
breaks. this is crazy making. 

All day disruption  of normal activities from  extremely loud 
overflights of Growlers. Logging in for the record, one coming over 
right now- ongoing as i write this post. 

Two growlers in close formation just flew from west to east directly 
over our house at extremely low level- deafening us! Thanks ,NAVY 
flyboys for having a bit of fun at our expense. Shame on you! 

LOUD jet overhead.  Very long and rolling roar that disturbs us. 

Very loud and deep jet noise rumbling. 

Extremely loud rumble pulsing 

I am home from work and it is difficult to relax as the jets are flying 
low over my house and it is super loud and disturbing.  Also, 
worrying to think the jets are flying in this high wind.  Non stop pain 
in my ears from this noise. 

More proof of our military's lack of concern for the citizenry. 

Unbelievable loud flyover.  Registerec 83.6 inside the house! 

Beginning with a huge blast (80 db, C scale measurement inside) 
another day of relentless noise pollution and disruption from 



Whidbey NAS. Our home as a place of safety and tranquillity is 
being destroyed by these constant assaults on our senses. 

It sounds as though the jets are in my house. The house is shaking. 
This is a sturdily built house yet the house is shaking. The noise is 
deeply disturbing and unsettling, feels like it's inside my bones. 
Inescapable noise and vibration. 

Awful vibration and noise. Deeply disturbing. Vibrations make me 
feel sick to my stomach. Hard to describe - rattled from the inside, 
like bones shaking. Awful. 

"Super loud at work all day long. 

Very tiring to listen to the noise non stop.  Even during our lunch 
break." 

Disturbed by rumble and vibration.  9:20am 

Another roar and rumble shakes through our home 

The roaring vibrations are now seeming to be CONTINUOUS.  
Constant roaring that rumbles through the house. 

The waves of roaring noise are continuous.  I am supposed to be 
working on my research this morning and I cannot concentrate with 
this ROARING.  Larsen promises mitigation.  BAH! 

Loud jet rumbling is going on this morning.  It is constant and LOUD.  
Where is the Hush House Larsen promises? 

The jet rumbling from Whidbey pervades our home.  It is CONSTANT 
and vibrates through our home.  I have to work, but I cannot think 
with all this THUNDER. 

The last two and half days have been awful. Constant disruptions to 
my work. When will the Navy admit they are disrupting people's 
lives? I want compensation for lost work opportunities and lost 
income. 

Walk around property this morning was ruined by constant loud 
thunder of Growlers 

Just experienced an earthquake.  No kidding, that is what these jet 
roars from Whidbey feel like.  Everything shakes. 

Heard a very low disturbing rumble that shook me inside. 

I would like to know why the Navy has the right to invade our own 
skies with constant roaring jet noise.  The noise outside and inside 
my home is CONSTANT. 

Big loud and deep roar and rumble shook right into my body. Just 
now.It has been an incredibly noisy day, filled with shock waves and 
constant roaring in the skies. 

This jet noise is disturbing to me. 

noise has been going off and on for over 2 hours 

MORE NOISE 

House rattling, sound penetrating our bodies. Low frequency wall of 
noise (70 - 73 db, C scale meas.), the signature sound of Whidbey 
NAS Growlers. The grinding soundtrack of our day on the south end 
of Lopez Island. It will go on into evening... 

The noise is relentless.  We've had 10 days straight so far. I'm 
measuring a low of 66.2 dBA  inside the house and a high of 83dBA! 

Awful, almost continuous roaring and vibration. Sound overwhelms 
all indoor sounds. Vibration inescapable, dreadful. 

No visual; several rumbles in succession. 

Nice quiet on Orcas, except For the low rumble of the Growlers. 
Difficult to enjoy the quiet..What quiet? 

Enjoying a moment of quiet outside. Then the growlers start up 
again. They've been going all day. Look, it's fine that you want to 
practice, but this isn't the place to do it. 

loud roaring for the past hour 

BLAST! 

It started just at the end of my walk and frightened my dog. It's now 
12:25 and still going. So sad that this is the new normal. 



Another day of constant rumble? 

Loud shattering sound coming from south to north right over our 
house 

Still roaring at 2:55 when I left home just to get away from the 
noise. 

A single Growler flew low and with ear-splitting roar over our 
house, flying from south to north. This is intolerable! The pilot ought 
to be reprimanded, or trained better to respect people who are at 
the mercy of their $8 million dollar machines. 

Vibration as if inside the house, everything is vibrating. Deeply 
unsettling. HORRIBLE sensation and noise. 

Worse noise today than several loud days this week 

A huge Blast. So hoping this is not the beginning of hours of noise. 

Unbelievable noise. As if the jet is next door. Whole house shaking. 
Whole body shaking. Animals frightened and hiding under the bed. 
This noise DESTROYS the quality of life in our area. 

Roaring, shaking the house. DREADFUL noise. Destroys all sense of 
well being. Unsettling and disturbing. 

Roaring, shaking. Wednesday morning a huge boom that shook the 
house. DREADFUL NOISE AND VIBRATION 

Low flying aircraft over my house 

And another one, more shaking. Ugh. 

Growler northbound at low altitude. Sound level was actually 
painful. 

Suddenly a VERY LOUD jet roars overhead, 5:15pm.  The whole 
house is consumed in the roar.  I open the door to see what is going 
on. Now I hear jet noise roaring in the sky. 

Low jet rumbling is consistent now.  An unquiet evening disturbing 
the peace. 

My whole house is shaking!! Scary. 

LOUD LOW JET OVER NORTH LOPEZ 

Extremely loud jet roar heard during a concert at Grace Church.  
Drowned out the music. 

Disruptive jet roar during a musical concert at Grace Church in the 
Village.  7:20pm. 

Feel like WE ARE UNDER ATTACK on North Lopez 

This is the 4th time today that jet has gone over with extreme noise 
sounding like it's coming through the house. 

 

Once again a tremendous jet roar obliterates the music of the 
concert this evening. 

 

Loud jet heard over the car radio as I was driving in the Village. 
Stopped and looked up and saw low-flying jet.  Huge roar.  Ear 
splitting. 

More jet noise... UGH! So sick of it. 

Low flying Growler aircraft with gear down. Extremely loud!! 

Another low Growler over N. Lopez! 

Once again, while listening to ,usic through noise-isolating 
headphones rated at 29dB), I hear jet engine noise and feel the floor 
shake. 

Here they go again!  Relentless . . . 

More NOISE! 

It is dark, a quarter after seven, and the plane sounds so low as to 
think about taking cover or wondering if it is going to crash. 

I was attending an Early Music concert at Grace Church , 70 Sunset 
Lane in Lopez Village. At first I heard a  loud rumbling I thought was 
thunder, but it kept going and I realized it was Growlers. The jet 
noise totally blocked the sound of the music 



Steady roar inside my home - sounds like a giant Fire - pretty much 6 
hours of steady roar with a few tiny breaks. This is like a prison of 
noise. 

Sent my blood pressure way up, terrified my very stoic cat into 
hysterics, shook my house, and felt like a war zone. 

Jet roaring has started.  What a way to start the day. 

Excessively loud jet overhead.  Long and rolling roar.  Disturbed my 
conversation.  South end of Lopez 

Very noisy outside with what I think are jet take-offs.  Disturbing, as 
if we live next to SeaTac Airport. 

Very loud jet roaring overhead.  The long roar and deep echoing 
roar indicate it is likely a Growler.  Low clouds so I cannot see it.  But 
the noise pounded out the sound of the TV. 

The rumbling of jets from Whidbey  is very annoying.  Sounds like 
constant thunder. 

Lots of jet noise this afternoon; disrupting my work. Interrupting my 
online class session. People who are online with me listening simply 
can't hear what I'm saying when the jets are going over. I'm not sure 
how I can continue to do my work 

A jet just flew over and the sound was so loud, we could not hear 
the movie we were watching. I had to put my hands over my ears. 
We live next door to the Lopez school - why are the jets flying over 
our school? 

Very loud roar and rumble hit our home at 8:55pm.  Quite loud, and 
stopped conversation.  Thunder?  A truck in the driveway? An 
earthquake?  No, jet roar from Whidbey. 

Loud blast from Whidbey NAS. Growlers on runway, taking off. So 
loud, interrupted concentration working on the computer. Waiting 
for the next blast. 

82.7 dBA inside the house. 

Steady Growling all morning.  Recorded 7 decibel readings all in the 
65 - 68 dBA in the house. This noise is so exhausting to live with 

Walking on the National Monument lands - not supposed to be 
flying today. 88.3dBA Painful noise. 

Loud roar and vibration this morning, 8:50am 

Low low freq noise 

Jet engine roaring AGAIN this morning.  Sending vibrating noise 
waves direct to us. 

Shook house vibrated light fixtures 

Roaring jet engine vibration that lasts and lasts and vibrates through 
our home. 

There is a lot of jet noise in the skies, heard clearly in our home.  
Invaded by jets! 9:30am 

The jet roaring continues.  It sounds like jets are racing around in the 
skies.  Roaring and roaring. 

Continuous jet roar vibrations.  This one at 9:33am really hit our 
home like an earthquake.  The roaring is intense. 

Another deep roar and rumble and vibration.  A deep deep roar that 
shakes our home. Is it going to be like this all day?  Very , having our 
home shaken. 

Big roaring noise from Whidbey reverberates in the air.  The noise is 
everywhere. 

Here's another rumble emanating from Whidbey.  The jet noise 
sends sound waves right into our home. 

This is a report on a very loud and prolonged roar of jet noise that 
does not seem to end.  What is going on at Whidbey?  Why is the 
Navy immune from Noise limitations? 

I do not know what is going on at Whidbey Naval Base. but this has 
been a morning of egregious jet noise.  One pounding sound wave 
after another. 



It is 9:44am and the rumbling and vibration we are enduring has 
been going on for about an hour.  It is a CONTINUOUS assault of 
noise that invades our home.  The Navy has no right to be invading 
us this way. 

All morning as Trump takes office the Navy rumbles approval 
making our lives full of NOISE not peace! 

Have decided that I cannot walk outside this morning.  The jet noise 
is too disruptive, as if there is a war on.  There goes another blast..... 

The jet roaring this morning has been loud and constant.  Jet take-
offs?  Engine run-ups? Whatever it is, it it offensive to us.  The noise 
penetrates our home. 

Windows, walls, and articles on shelves and tables are rattling. This, 
BTW, is a well-built, well-insulated modern house. 

Background rumbling all morning 

The jet roaring continues.  It started around 8:45am and has been 
slamming our home ever since.  A very disruptive morning. 

A resounding and deep and prolonged roar just hit our home. 

Low frequency noise causing a headache 

Loud jet rumbling and vibration right now. 

Vibration of the house resembles a minor earthquake. This is 
beyond any pretense of reasonable. Must we destroy what we 
purport to defend? 

Extremely loud. Roaring,  repeatedly shaking the house and 
everything in the house including me. Almost non-stop roaring and 
shaking. Extremely disruptive and disturbing. 

Sunday morning, and there is a long thunderous roar going on from 
Whidbey RIGHT NOW.  Shuddering through our home. 

Loud aircraft noise that roars through the air. 

Sunday - please let it be a quiet day. . . 

I was outside a little while ago and was blasted by a huge jet roaring 
somewhere above.  There are trees around, so I could not see it.  
But the jet roar was deep and long and echoed through the whole 
sky. 

Sitting inside, working on a project, and my concentration was 
disrupted by a very loud and prolonged roaring of a jet overhead. 
The roaring filled the room.  I was startled and lost my train of 
thought. 

Very loud aircraft overhead, a longish roar. 

Loud jet flying over southend of Lopez.  VERY LOUD. 

2 planes over the NW side of Lopez Island, noise continuing until 
11:12. Cloud cover always seems to increase the length and possibly 
the intensity of noise. 

2 jets @ 1000' 

Growler jet flew over Shoal bay where I work. It was so loud my ears 
were ringing. Sea birds were scattering. 

Loud jet overhead. 

Very loud jet overhead. Southend Lopez. Long roar so it must be a 
growler, but it is cloudy so I cannot see it.  Why does it have to be so 
loud? 

We could see one growler jet clearly as it flew towards Friday 
Harbor 

There is a very loud jet...one or more....roaring around us.  South 
end of Lopez 

Shook my house, terrified cat, sent my blood pressure rocketing!  
Unbearable disturbance.  TOO MUCH! 

Extremely loud disruptive wall of noise from growlers  using Ault 
Field. Not possible to concentrate using the computer. 

I'm teaching this morning and the jet noise is incredibly disruptive to 
my class!!! The Navy owes working people compensation for lost 
work, lost time 



Continued loud rumble and house shaking vibration from growlers. 
A day of massive interruptions, ongoing. 

Sounds like another day of sabre rattling. 

All morning since approx 0830 at regular intervals, very loud low 
freq noise rattling windows and walls, drowning out the radio. 

Not visible, sounded like 2 jets 

Even in the woods at Pt Colville the noise is extreme.  What will 
change this insanity?  I wonder if the Navy lied to the legislators just 
like they did to us when they sold us the story about Growlers being 
quieter than Prowlers? 

Watmough Bight: Growlers were supposedly not flying until 
afternoon - so decided to visit the Natl. Monument in a quiet time.  
Only 75 decibels.  Wish I  had my noise canceling headphones 

Pt. Collville, Natl. Monument, More noise 78 decibels.  Feels like 
more.  This is so crazy - to put this airplane in midst of all this beauty 
and what WAS peace and quiet. Shame on all our legislators! 

MORE NOISE!!!!!! At Pt. Colville, Natl. Moument 

Pt. Colville. This BLAST is painful. Registering 85 decibels A. 

Extremely loud jet interrupted business conversation. the jet 
followed a very loud helicopter that flew in the same direction a few 
minutes prior to the jet. 

ROARING! Decible readings between 63.2 and 82.6 - in  my house. 
UNREAL! 

Growler noise is pretty constant  If they don't stop soon I'll try to go 
north for the night. 

Roaring makes house shake. It's a very solid house and does not 
shake in huge gales, but the jets make it shake and vibrate.  Roaring 
is extremely loud, painful to ears and head. 

Rumble, rumble, growl, growl! 

Flight over the house. Had to stop conversation 

Extreme blast of growler. Caused war pain. Roaring all day today 
from whidbey NAS. 

More proof of the concern the Navy has for the local citizens 

ROARS AND FLYOVERS.  Feel like we are being assaulted by noise.  
It's exhausting to live this way. 

An hour and a half of ROARING.  PRAYING FOR A QUIET WEEKEND. 

Huge booms, often in quick succession. Not quite  sonic booms, but 
very similar. Bone rattling. 

Major loud rumbling all day on Monday and Tuesday.  The house 
was shaking at the job site in Alec Bay Park.  Very disturbing. 


